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How would a feminist lens transform the development of property law? Using feminist legal theories and methods, the authors in this volume present rewritten opinions of fifteen foundational and other property law cases. By reimagining these cases with a feminist lens, while staying within the precedent of the time the cases were decided, the authors demonstrate that the use of feminist perspectives and methodologies could have made a significant difference in the development of property law.
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Preface

Could feminist perspectives and methods change the shape of property law? To answer this question, we brought together a group of scholars and practitioners to rewrite significant property law cases from a feminist perspective.

This volume, like all of the books in Cambridge University Press’s Feminist Judgments Series, demonstrates that judges with feminist viewpoints could have changed the law and the reasoning underlying the law, even though based only on the precedent and law in effect at the time of the original decision. It also demonstrates how rewritten opinions from a feminist perspective could have made property law more just and equitable for women and marginalized groups.

This book shows how property law is not neutral but rather shaped by the society that produces it and the judges who apply it. At the same time, this book offers the hope that property law can be transformed to be an instrument of greater justice and equality for all people.
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